Why “Sexual Orientation” and “Gender Identity”
Should Never Be Specially Protected Categories
Under the Law
Peter Sprigg
With increasing fervor, LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender) activists are urging local, state,
and federal governments to expand the protected categories under existing laws to bar
“discrimination”—in areas such as employment, housing, and public accommodations—on the basis of
“sexual orientation” and “gender identity.” These terms are also being inserted into the law in some
unexpected places. For convenience, we will refer to non-discrimination laws or other laws featuring
special protections based specifically on sexual orientation (SO) and gender identity (GI) as “SOGI” laws.
The fundamental rights guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution should and already do apply to all
Americans, including those who self-identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender. However, the
special protections found in SOGI laws:
1) are not justified in principle;
2) are invasive and cause tangible harms; and
3) are coercive and cannot be reconciled with religious liberty.
1. SOGI laws are not justified in principle.
Sexual orientation and gender identity are unlike other characteristics protected in nondiscrimination laws. The federal Civil Rights Act of 1964, for example, bars discrimination based on
“race, color, national origin, sex, and religion.”1 The first four of these are clearly part of a person’s innate
identity, with “race, color,” and “sex” being biological factors identifiable at birth. A large part of the
reason why discrimination on these bases is considered unjust is because these characteristics are
indisputably inborn, involuntary, and immutable. Religion is different in that it is voluntary and
involves both beliefs and behaviors. However, freedom of religion is explicitly protected by the First
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution—which is silent on issues of “sexual orientation” and “gender
identity.”
“Sexual orientation” and “gender identity” are considerably more complex than these other
characteristics and involve a combination of feelings, sense of identity, and outward behaviors.
The feelings and sense of identity (same-sex attraction or gender incongruity) may be involuntary, but
they have not been proven to be inborn or immutable (there is certainly no way to identify them at
birth).2 The behaviors, however (homosexual conduct or presenting oneself as something other than one’s
biological sex), are clearly a matter of choice, and those choices carry a substantial risk of harm to the
LGBT individual and cost to society at large.3
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SOGI laws increase government interference in the free market. They substitute the judgment of
government officials in place of the judgment normally exercised by private businesses and
organizations regarding what qualities or characteristics are most relevant to a particular job and how
those private organizations wish to operate. The rights clearly protected by the Constitution do not place
any limits on the free actions of private individuals and organizations; on the contrary, they protect such
actions against interference by the government. And when a constitutional right is extended to a group
previously deprived of it, no one else suffers any reduction in their rights as a result.
Non-discrimination provisions such as SOGI laws, however, do not merely limit the government; they
coercively place a restriction upon the action of private entities (such as small businesses) in carrying out
their private activity. While there is a place for non-discrimination laws, the burden of proof in every
case must rest on those who seek to increase the number of categories or characteristics protected under
such laws, since every such increase results in a corresponding decrease of freedom for someone else.
SOGI laws are unnecessary. One irony is that advocates of such laws place great emphasis on the large
number and percentage of corporations that already have internal policies prohibiting discrimination
based on sexual orientation and/or gender identity.4 That fact, however, undermines any suggestion
that such discrimination is endemic, or that government action is required to arrest the perceived
problem. A business that places unfounded prejudice ahead of legitimate qualifications will be punished
by market forces. For example, an employer who rejects better-qualified applicants for arbitrary and
irrelevant reasons will end up with an inferior workforce that is less competent, productive, or effective
in meeting the needs of their customers—all of which will result in a decline in sales.
2. SOGI laws are invasive and cause tangible harms.
SOGI laws lead to costly and unnecessary lawsuits against businesses. They invite disgruntled
employees to sue for discrimination over a characteristic (in the case of sexual orientation) which is not
even visible and of which the employer may have been unaware. In the case of public employers, such
laws at the local and state level have led to large settlements being paid at taxpayers’ expense.5
Disgruntled customers have sued businesses in the wedding industry under such laws for declining to
participate in same-sex “weddings” (even when the business made clear that they would serve
customers who identify as homosexual in other ways that would not involve celebration of their
homosexual partnership).6
Gender identity laws violate the privacy of others. Such laws allow biological males (who claim to be
female) to access private spaces like showers, locker rooms, and bathrooms designated for women,
allowing them to be nude or in various states of undress even if they have never altered their bodies
through gender reassignment surgery. This could be, and has been, very disturbing to those (especially
sexual assault victims,7 or residents of battered women’s shelters) who are coerced into situations where
they are exposed to, or find their own bodies exposed before, such individuals. In one school, a girl chose
to wear her gym clothes under regular clothes all day rather than undress in front of a biological male;8
in another, there is current litigation concerning the sexual assault of a five-year-old girl by a biological
male in the school’s girls’ bathroom.9 Such laws could be exploited by a “peeping tom,” a rapist, or a
pedophile as a way to gain access to women and girls in a vulnerable situation.10 Such privacy concerns
can also arise for employees of a business governed by the law—such as a women’s spa that was sued
because workers did not feel comfortable waxing the male genitalia of a customer who identifies as
female.11
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SOGI laws limit access to needed social services by effectively driving out faith-based providers.
These laws have been used in several states and localities to shut down faith-based adoption agencies. In
Illinois alone, nearly 3,000 children were displaced when this happened.12 Grants offered through the
Violence Against Women Act have a SOGI provision that dictates the hiring practices of institutions that
get grants to help battered women. Because this provision violates the conscience of religious
institutions, they are unable to provide assistance desperately needed by battered women.13
SOGI laws could mandate the employment of persons who identify as homosexual or transgender in
inappropriate occupations. Sexual conduct and gender can be relevant to employment. Under such
legislation, for example, employers in education and childcare would be required to hire teachers who
openly identify as LGBT, even if they consider them inappropriate role models for children and youth.
3. SOGI laws are coercive and cannot be reconciled with religious liberty.
SOGI laws force some businesses to violate their moral and religious convictions. These include
businesses which provide products, services, or catering for weddings or groups and businesses which
provide dating services. Under employment provisions of such laws, they could be forced to hire those
who identify as homosexual, and under the public accommodations provisions they could be forced to
participate in the celebration of same-sex “weddings,” even though homosexual behavior and treating
same-sex unions as marriages are expressly contrary to their religious convictions.14 They could also
force a medical professional to provide services in violation of his or her conscience, such as artificial
reproductive technology for same-sex couples or cross-sex hormones for those who identify as
transgender.15
SOGI laws prepare the way for discrimination against religious beliefs. The more entrenched that
SOGI laws become in our culture, the more people who hold traditional values will be forced to conceal
their views—or face punishment for expressing them. This can happen even if the employee’s views are
expressed outside of work,16 and when no reference is made to sexual orientation or gender identity.17
Religious exemptions do not adequately protect people of faith. While such laws sometimes contain or
are paired with “religious exemptions” (for example, to prevent churches from being forced to hire
homosexual clergy), these may not protect the conscience rights of individual Christians, Jews, Muslims,
and others. Profit-making corporations may not qualify for the exemption, so Christian bookstores,
religious publishing houses, and religious television and radio stations could all be forced to
compromise their faith-based principles. Approaches like the Religious Freedom Restoration Act
(RFRA), on the other hand, leave ambiguity as to which religious practices are protected, and could be
interpreted narrowly by courts.18
SOGI laws “legislate morality”—the “morality” of the sexual revolution. They send the message that it
is morally wrong to disapprove of homosexual or transgender conduct. For such laws to be endorsed by
citizens who believe that it is morally wrong to engage in homosexual or transgender conduct is a logical
contradiction. The law is a teacher, and it is fundamentally unloving to “teach” our neighbors that they
will find happiness by engaging in unnatural sexual conduct or by adopting a gender identity
inconsistent with their biology and genetics.
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